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THE DESIGN OF A HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER PLANT.
I. INTRODUCTION.
The economical transmission of electric energy to great dis-
tances, the rapidly increasing utilization of electric power in
industrial organizations, and the advent of the electric rail-
roads are responsible for the marked movement of impressing water-
powers to the service of generating electricity; and now water-
power, which had been almost relegated to obscurity by the per-
fection of the steam engine, is rapidly becoming cf more and
more importance as an economical source of power.
Hydro-electric power development is a much more complex
undertaking than most promoters of such enterprises realize when
the subject is first considered, but which is most forcibly im-
pressed upon them when the carrying out of the project is really
attempted. When it is desired to investigate an undeveloped
water power for the purpose of producing electric energy as a
commercial commodity, experience has taught that it is best to
observe some such program as the following;
1. Market for the power.
2. Hydraulic energy available.
3. Voltage and capacity of the plant.
4. Cost.

5. Available space.
6. Reliability and continuity of service.
7. Greatest protection of life and property.
Thus it may be seen that the design of a Hydro-electric plant is
largely an economic problem as well as an engineering problem,
but, since the time for such a design as this, is so limited, it
is necessary that the work be confined mostly to the engineering.
That is the main thingB that will be considered are:
1« Hydraulic energy available.
2. Voltage and capacity of the plant.
3. Reliability and continuity of service.
4. Greatest protection of life and property.
It might also be stated here that this work does not consider
any particular river, but all of the conditions assumed are as
nearly as possible like those in Ontario and Quebec. Consequently
a high voltage plant of rather large capacity would be the one
most likely to be required.
II. DETERMINATION OF STREAM FLOW.
In order to determine the amount of hydraulic energy avail-
able, something must be known about the stream flow. Flow meas-
urements are made by various methods, but, unless they extend
over a sufficiently long period, especially covering the low
stages, their result as to the available flow is not conclusive.
Usually the time necessary to do this properly cannot be taken;

when water power projects call for investigations to be made,
results are expected quickly, and, unless it is then the period
of low flow, measurements will be of little practical value. On
many streams in Canada and in the United States measurements
have been carried on long enough by the governments to furnish
a rating table for the streams, and this information may be
taken as satisfactory, provided always that it is correctly
applied to the purpose that it is intended to serve. The most
reliable method of measuring a stream's flow is by an overflow
weir, but this method is usually inapplicable if the stream is
very large. Where it is impractical to measure the flow of a
stream by means of a weir, a well-conditioned cross section of
the stream may be selected, its area found by soundings, and the
mean velocity with which the water passes thru it determined by
meters or floats. When the flow measurements are for too short
a time to give a rating curve, and especially when the minumum
flow is uncertain, the only method by which an approximation of
it can be made, is by the deduction of the run-off as the differ-
ence between the precipitation and evaporation. The latter
method will be used in this work. Since conditions are to be as
nearly as possible those of Northern Ontario or Quebec, 40*
Fahrenheit is selected as the mean annual temperature. A drainage
area of 25000 square miles having abundant lake storage capacity
is also assumed. The monthly precipitation as given in the
following table, is based largely upon Canadian weather reports,
and represents a dry year condition.
Computations of evaporation are based upon the determined

monthly ratios due to the requirements of vegetation, the capac-
ity and condition of ground storage, and the temperature. From
May to September vegetation requires much moisture, and the evap-
oration is comparatively large, but during the rest of the year
the evaporation is small and depends mostly upon the precipita-
tion and the temperature. A set of emperical formulae have been
found which give fairly accurate values for the evaporation. A
correction factor for a certain mean annual temperature must be
considered. Let "T" be the mean annual temperature. Then the
temperature factor is 0.05T - 1.48.
The mean annual temperature is 40° .
Temperature factor is 0.05 x 40 - 1.48 or 0.52.
The following table gives the evaporation for each month.
Evaporation
Month. Precipitation Monthly Total
December 3.12 (0.42 + .10p )0 .52 0.37 0.37
January 1.74 (0.27 + .10p )0 .52 0.23 0.60
February 1 .50 (0.30 + .10p )0 .52 0.23 0.83
March 1.01 (0.48 + .10p )0 .52 0.30 1.13
April 1.03 (0.87 + ,10p )0 .52 0.51 1.64
May 1.80 (1.87 + .15p 0 .52 1.11 2.75
June 2.90 (2.50 + ,25p *0 .52 1.68 4.43
July 2.72 (3.00 + 0,,30p )0 .52 1.99 6.42
August 2.93 (2.62 + 0,>25p]10 .52 1.74 8.16
September 3.46 (1.63 + 0,,20p;10 .52 0.90 9.06
October 2.41 (0.88 + 0, iop; .52 0.59 9.65
November 1.03 (0.66 + 0. iop; .52 0.37 10.02
December 3.55 (0.42 + 0. 10p] .52 0.40 10.42

It is evident that the excess of precipitation over evapor-
ation represents the run-off. However, during some months it
is usually the case that the evaporation exceeds the precipitation
for a certain month; the run-off "being supplied "by the ground
storage. In studying the ground storage, the geology, topography,
flora and culture of tho drainage area must he considered. When
the ground is rather sloping and with timber and lalres in the
drainage "basin it will be possible to provide for a large amount
of storage, and the comparative run-off will be high. The total
precipitation and the ground storage must equal the total flow
and total evaporation. From various Canadian weather reports
and from Mead's Water Power Engineering values for the run-off
were secured. These values are shown in the following table, in
which the
Month
figures are in
Precipitation
Monthly Total
inches
.
Evaporation
Monthly Total
Run-
Monthly
Off.
Total
Ground
Storage
December 3.12 3.12 0.37 0.37 1.7 1.7 -1.05
January 1.74 4.86 0.23 0.60 1.2 2.9 -1.36
February 1.50 6.36 0.23 0.83 1.4 4.3 -1.23
March 1.01 7.37 0.30 1.13 2.2 6.5 0.26
April 1.03 8.40 0.51 1.64 1.7 8.2 1.44
May 1.80 10.20 1.11 2.75 1.1 9.3 1.85
June 2.90 13.10 1 .68 4.43 0.5 9.8 1.13
July 2.72 15.82 1.99 6 .42 1.4 10.2 0.80
August 2.93 18.75 1.74 8.16 0.4 10.6 0.01
September 3.46 22.21 0.90 9 . 06 0.7 11.3 -1.85
October 2.41 24.62 0.59 9.65 0.5 11.8 -3.17
November 1.03 25.65 0.37 10.02 0.4 12.2 -3.53
December 3.55 29.20 0.40 10.42 1.8 14.0 -4.78
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In practice, reservoir sites shoulrl be examined along the
tributaries above the power site, and on swamps or lakes in the
drainage area. These should be surveyed to determine the location
of the dams, the probable capacity of the reservoirs, and their
area and depth. Storage is one of the most important features
to be considered in connection with hydro-electric development.
Some of the advantages of storage are; the Uminution of flocds
and the decrease of destruction to property by them, the improve-
ment of river navigability, and the utilization of a part of the
flood water for developing power.
As may be seen in the tables, the low flow season extends
from May to November, and in order to raise the minimum run-off
to an average of 0.6 inch per month, it will be necessary to
have a reservoir or reservoirs with sufficient capacity to
store 0.7 inch of rainfall from an area of 25000 square miles.
One inch of rain fall per square mile accumulates 2523200
cu. ft. 0.70 x 2323200 = 1562400 cu. ft. to be stored per square
mile. 25000 x 1562400 = 39600000000 cu. ft. to be stored. In
six months there are 15786000 seconds.
59600000000
"""15768000" = 2510 ou ' ft '
per second which would be the average flow gained by having the
reservoir.
?96°°?°°000 = 910000 acre feet43560
which would be required by the reservoir. This would require
18200 acres with a mean depth of 50 feet. 18200 acres = 28.4
square miles in the storage lake.
During the months of July and August the flow is a minimum,

being 0.4 inch for each month. 0.8 x 2323200 = 1858560 cu . ft.
per square mile. 25000 x 1056560 u 46464000000 cu . ft. for two
montho
.
46464000000 QQt. n
= 8850 cu. ft.
52560C seconds
per second, which is the minimum flow without storage. It was
calculated previously that the storage flow would "be 2510 cu. ft.
per second.
8850 + 2510 = 11360 cu. ft. per second.
Using 11300 as a conservative estimate this gives 678000 cu. ft.
per min.
One more factor remains to be determined before the hydrau-
lic energy available, and therefore the capacity of the plant
can be ascertained, and that is the effective head upon the
machines, or water wheels. This depends partly upon the location
of the power house, which may be placed at the dam, or below the
dam. The direct development utilizes all the available fall at
the dam, and the power station is built in the interior of the
spillway or at the end of the dam. Some of the advantages of
the direct development plan are; the greatest simplicity of
works and the lowest operating charges, and the utilization of
the highest percentage of flow and fall. Some of the disadvant-
ages of this plan of development are; the higher cost of a dam,
the effect upon the plant of the flood flow, the increased pondag
necessary, and the necessity of protecting the power house from
ice and floating timber. It is assumed that the situation is
such as to permit the direct plan of development, since that
would be in harmony with other conditions of the project. It is

also assumed that the effective head on the turbines is thirty
feet.
Taking the turbine efficiency as 75 percent, the mechanical
power yield of the water is
.75 x cu. ft. of water per min. x weight in lb, x head in f t.
33000
or .75 x 678000 cu. ft. x 62.5 lb* x 30 ft. = 28900 H.P.
33000
If the generators have an efficiency of 93 percent, the total
generator output will be approximately 21500 K.W. x .93 or
20000 K.W.
III. THE HYDRAULIC AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.
Under the existing conditions in Quebec, it is most likely
that the distance of transmission will be long, and that the
voltage will necessarily be high. Also it is most likely that
the whole power available will be developed at the start.
In the selection of turbines reference was made to the power
tables given in the bulletins sent out by the various turbine
manufacturers. Since the power house is at the dam, and the
effective head is thirty feet, it is best that the turbines be
drowned, and direct connected to the generators. Too many small
units are undesirable but five or six generators of about 4000
or 3500 K.V.A. capacity are satisfactory numbers. Close attention
must be paid to the speed of the turbine selected, even tho
there is a variation in the speed, any turbine runs best at

approximately a given Bpeed, and a turbine must be chosen which
has a speed suitable for running a 25-cycle generator, 25 being
the most desirable frequency. The following is a list of the
available speeds.
Generator
Field Poles Speed R.P.M.
14 214
16 187.5
18 167
20 150
22 136
24 125
26 115
28 107
30 100
Poles x R.P.M. = 25 cycles.
2 60
Considering the volume of water and the head, it may be
seen from the data in the descriptive catalogs, that in order to
secure the power desired for each unit it will be necessary tc
have each turbine unit consist of four wheels, or two pairs
direct connected. After a study and comparison of the turbines
of various manufacturers, such as the S. Morgan Smith Co., the
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co., James Leffel & Co., and the J. A W.
Jolly Co., it was decided to select five units of Smith turbines,
because they furnished the most desirable amount of power at the
most satisfactory speed. Each of these units consists of two
pairs of 60 inch wheels, each wheel requiring 30281 cubic feet
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of water per- minute, and having a rating of 1389.7 H.P. at a
speed of 150 R.P.M, This power requires an efficiency of the
turbines of 80.7 percent, which is too high for practice, since
75 percent is considered about the correct efficiency under
actual running conditions. Suppose the efficiency is 75.6 per-
cent. Then the horse power per wheel is,
50S81 x 30 x 62,5 x 0.756
33000 = 1300 H.P.
Ninty-three percent may be considered as a conservative
efficiency for generators of this size.
1300 x 4 x 0.746 = 3600 K.V.A.
,
which is the output of each of five alternators.
30281 cubic feet of water per wheel makes a consumption of
605620 cu. ft. for the five units selected.
678000 - 605620 = 72380 cu. ft. remaining.
So far nothing has been said about the necessary excitation
of the alternators. It seems to be the practice to make the
capacity of the exciter about 2.5 percent of the station output.
That is, if the station capacity is 20000 K.V.A.
, an exciter
rated at 500 K.W. would be used, but this is greater than that
actually needed to excite the machines, and the extra power may
be used for the station lighting, for the operation of electric-
ally controled circuit breakers, and for various power devices
around the station. A 500 K.W. direct current generator may be
built commercially to give 250 volts. For a machine of this size
91 percent is a reasonable efficiency.
500 K.W.
0.91 x 0.746
- = 736 H.P.
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which must be the output of the turbine for the exciter.
From the manufacturer's bulletins it was found that the
most suitable turbine is a Smith unit consisting of a pair of 33
inch wheels each requiring 9158 cu. ft. per minute, and is rated
at 840.6 H.P. and 277 R.P.M. Taking the efficiency as 75 per-
cent, the output would be 780 H.P. Two complete exciter units
are used, each being turbine driven, and each being capable of
supplying the whole station.
72380 - 18316 = 54064 cu. ft. per minute, which may be
used for another power unit.
For this volume of water and at the same time making a con-
servative estimate, a pair of Smith wheels was chosen as being
undoubtedly the most desirable. This unit consists of two 54
inch wheels, each having a rating of 1125.5 H.P., 167 R.P.M.,
and 24524 cu. ft. per minute, but taking the efficiency at 75
percent the output of the unit is 2090 H.P. Using 93 percent
for the alternator efficiency, the output of the alternator
would be 1450 K.V.A.
A summary of the turbines selected gives the following list.
Five units, each, having two pairs of 60 inch wheels and
rated at 5200 H.P.
One unit of two 54 inch wheels giving 2090 H.P.
Two units are for the exciters, each consisting of a pair
of 35 inch wheels giving 752 H.P.
Corresponding to the number of turbine units there are five
3600 K.V.A. alternators running at 150 R.P.M. All of the alter-
nating current generators give 6600 volts at 25-cycles. A sixth
unit produces 1500 K.V.A., also at 6600 volts and 25-cycles, and
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the speed is 167 R.P.M. For excitation there are two direct
current generators of 500 K.W. capacity, which run at 255 R.P.M.
and supply energy at 250 volts. Thus the total power output of
the station is 19500 K.V.A.
It is necessary that each turbine unit have a governor, and
because of the reliability of the pressure type of governor, and
considering the nature of the turbines, that kind of a governor
was se]ected. On page 357 in the book on Hydro-Electric Power
Plants by Beardsley is a table giving the foot pounds of energy
required to operate the gates of water wheels of a certain power
and under a certain head. In bulletins issued by the Lombard
Governor Co. the governors are rated by the foot pounds of energy
they can exert upon the gate rigging, and by the time occupied in
closing the gates. Thus from these two sources of information
the proper governors may be determined. From the table referred
to above, it was found that the energy necessary for the operation
of the gates was, for each of the five units, 28000 foot pounds,
for the other power unit, 11200 foot pounds, and for each of the
exciters, 5000 foot pounds. Then from a bulletin of the Lombard
Governor Co., the following governors were selected; five of Type
N-S, closing the gates in one second, and developing 30000 foot
pounds, one of Type 0-S, rated at 16000 foot pounds in a minimum
time of four seconds, and for the exciter units two of Type P,
timed at three seconds, and developing 6700 foot pounds. All
governors have electric control. This completes the selection
of the power generating equipment.
Because of the high voltage a separate building is used for
the oil switches and transformers. A diagram shows the bus bar,

transformer, generator, and oil nwitch connections . The
alternators are arranged in pairs, in such a way that each pair
with its transformers may be operated entirely independently of
the rest of the station. From the generators the current is
carried thru non-automatic circuit-breakers either to the low
tension bus bars or to the transformers. The generators are
Y-connected with the neutral grounded. Eetween each generator
and its transformer, there are three oil circuit-breakers, all
being non-automatic and electrically operated. For each genera-
tor there are three single-phase transformers with the primaries
connected in delta, and the secondaries for 110000 volts, are
connected in star, with a grounded neutral thru a water resis-
tance. These transformers, fifteen of which are of 1200 K.V.A.
capacity, and three of which are rated at 500 K.V.A. , all operate
on 6600 volts low-tension and 110000 volts high-tension, and
they are of the oil insulated, water cooled type. Each bank of
transformers and each of the two duplicate high tension lines is
connected to the high tension bus by an automatic circuit-breaker,
which is controled from the switchboard. The low-tension
circuit-breakers are all non-automatic, to insure continuity of
service during synchronizing, and are solenoid operated. The
high-tension oil switches are operated by means of relays and
trip on overload and on short circuit. Each unit of transformers
and high-tension circuit-breakers are isolated in separate comp-
artments. Colored lamps indicate the switch conditions to the
switch-board attendant. All of the circuit-breakers may be
isolated by means of disconnecting switches with blades normally

vertical, mounted on post insulators, supported on the walls.
The high- tension buses extond the entire length of the high-
tension room, being supported near the roof on steel structures.
A minimum distance is maintained of six feet between phases and
three feet-six inches between a line and ground.
For protection from lightning and other high-tension
disturbances, a choke coil and an electrolytic lightning
arrester are used. Outside of the building on each line is
placed a choke coil, which is constructed of aluminum wire in
the shape of a helix. All of the coils have a capacity of 200
amperes. The electrolytic lightning arresters are also placed
outside of the transformer station on special steel structures.
These are equipped with horn-gaps and the aluminum plates are
immersed in oil contained in iron tanks.
The switchboard consists of a panel for each alternating
current generator, one for power and lighting, one for each
exciter, and three for the control switch gear, making twelve
panels in all. On each alternator panel are mounted three
alternating current ammeters, one alternating current voltmeter,
one direct current ammeter, one indicating wattmeter, one
integrating wattmeter, one field discharge switch with resistance
and one rheostat for the field. Because of the high voltage
and heavy current, voltage and current transformers are used,
the pressure being reduced to 100 volts and the current to 5
amperes. Each exciter panel contains a voltmeter, an ammeter, a
non-automatic single pole circuit-breaker, a field rheostat, and
a 3-pole main switch. On a small panel set at an angle with the
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main switchboard so as to be visible from any position at the
board, is installed the synchronizing apparatus. This board
contains a synchroscope, synchronizing lamps, a frequency indicator
and a power factor meter. The panel for the station lighting
and power contains the switches for those circuits. For the
station lighting direct current magnitite luminous arc lamps
are considered the most satisfactory. In a plant of this kind
it is necessary to have electric cranes, pumps, and various
other things requiring electric power. The exact lighting and
power requirements of the station could not be gone into more
closely. There is a panel for each pair of alternating current
generators, which contains the circuit-breaker control switches
and also the switches for the control circuits of the turbine
governor motors.
The proper plans for a hydro-electric plant are much more
complicated than those for most other engineering undertakings,
as they include the wide range represented by hydraulics,
structures of timber, earth, rock, masonry, reinforced concrete,
concrete, steel, hydrodynamics, mechanics, and also practice
and theory in electrical engineering. In practice every minute
detail should be worked out elaborately, but this was impossible
in this work. A plan showing the general layout of the generating
and transformer stations, and a wiring diagram shows the systemof
connections from the generators to the transmission lines, only
one of which is used at one time, the other being a duplicate
line
.
The general arrangement of the equipment has been such as
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to eecure the greatest protection of life and property. It
was also attempted to obtain the greatest possible reliability
and continuity of service.
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